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Abstract
We study interfacial water by a novel method -- we examine its stabilization in bulk water. Our study evidences that in an iterative
immersion process [placing a hydrophilic
membrane (Nafion®) in ultra-pure Milli-Q
water kept in a plastic Petri capsule, manual
agitations causing the liquid to lap against
the membrane, removal and drying of the
membrane, repetition of these steps] leads
to ordering of part of the water molecules in
the remnant liquid. It endows the remnant
liquid with physicochemical characteristics
similar to those of the membrane’s interfacial water. The orderings persist for macroscopic times (at least many days). These
are very stable. These persist after drying or
lyophilizing the remnant liquid, leaving a
macroscopic solid residue at ambient temperature and pressure: a new solid phase
of water. We report new experimental results (thermogravimetric measurements
on the solid residues and density data on
the liquid). These enable us to provide the
first consistent explanations of previously
reported characteristics of these orderings
(observed by a wide variety of techniques,

For a list of abbreviations, see page 121-122.

e.g., fluorescence microscopy, conductivity, pH for the liquid phase and IR spectroscopy on the solid residues). Our main
findings are: (1) The up to hundreds of micrometers wide zone of ordered water near
a hydrophilic surface, which excludes solutes and therefore in the literature termed
“exclusion zone water”, is attributable to
stabilization of liquid aggregates wherein
water molecules are ferroelectric ordered.
(2) The surface’s charge distribution and
the ferroelectric ordering affect the electron cloud of the water molecules and lead
to their organization in ~0.1 micrometers
sized domains. (3) Critical temperatures for
formation of the aggregates and domains,
predicted in previous publications, are for
the first time verified by our thermogravimetric data.

Introduction
Already for many years water adjacent to
membranes, biological tissues or metal surfaces has been studied.1,2 Findings from
past and current studies continue to have
highly significant scientific and technological impact.3-9 For example processes near
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membranes or dynamics in micro water films.10-12 Many decades ago, experiments indicated that out to micrometers
(µm) physical properties of water adjacent
to biological membranes differ from those
of bulk water.1 Recent experiments evidence a 10-5 - 10-4 m wide zone of ordered
water adjacent to objects like hydrophilic
membranes (e.g., Nafion membrane), reactive metal sheets, biological tissues, optical
fibers and gels with charged or uncharged
surfaces.2,3,5,8,9,13-23 a On inserting such objects into bulk water and adding particles
like medium sized molecules (dyes, acidbase indicators), large molecules (proteins),
bacteria, positively or negatively charged
colloidal microspheres with diameters of
0.5 - 2.0 µm, these particles undergo active
thermal motion away from the objects and
do not diffuse back (even after days). The
distancing of the particles from the object
is due to formation of an interfacial water
zone, composed of ordered water molecules
(H2O). The zone excludes the particles and
accordingly was termed exclusion zone
(EZ).2,3,8,9 A sharp boundary exists between
EZ water and its adjacent bulk water (~10%
of EZ width). Tests showed the EZ is not due
to pressure by polymer strands dissociating
via reptation, pressure by entropic polymer
brush or direct force resulting from moving
phase boundaries.8 EZ water’s properties
signify it is a kind of intermediate between
ice and bulk water.23

with “ultra-pure” (Milli-Q) water. The electric conductivity of this water was 1-2 μS
cm-1. A washed membrane was immersed
in a plastic Petri capsule containing 10-20
ml of Milli-Q water. Over a period of several hours, manual agitations were applied
repeatedly (tens of times) to allow the liquid
to lap against the membrane. After some
hours the membrane was removed from
the Petri capsule and left to dry in air (1-24
hours). Subsequently the dried membrane
was returned to the agitated water sample
and the agitation, membrane-removaldrying-re-immersion cycle were repeated
many times.24-26 The liquid remaining after
removal of the membrane was denoted Iterative Nafionized Water (INW). This is a
special type of water, i.e., water disturbed
by interaction with a Nafion membrane.
This “disturbed” water’s physicochemical
properties considerably differ from those of
Milli-Q water.24-26 For example, INW’s electric conductivity may reach ~1000 μS cm-1,
i.e., three orders of magnitude larger than
that of Milli-Q water. The differences are
not due to the presence of Nafion or its EZ,
because the membrane was removed from
contact with the liquid. Neither are the difference attributable to impurities released
by Nafion, the plastic capsule or any other
origins.24-26, The procedural washing of the
membrane before its immersion eliminates
impurities. Nafion releases H3O+, F- and
HSO −3 ions.5 The concentration of the latter gets reduced either by oxidation ( HSO −4
Recent experiments carried out in our group
formation) or by the chain reaction H 3O + +
hint EZ water’s properties can be stabilized
HSO −3 ↔ H 2O+H 2SO 3 → 2H 2O+SO 2 ↑ .5
in bulk water. At ambient conditions, Nafion membranesb were washed five times Ion Chromatography showed the concentration of F- is 2.8x10-6 M and that of
a
Hitherto, adjacent to hydrophobic memHSO −4 is 2.5x10-6 M for an INW sample
branes, no 10-5 - 10-4 m wide zone of ordered H2O
with conductivity of 305 μS cm-1.24 These
-9
has been identified, i.e., only out to ~10 m such
concentrations cannot lead to such high
membranes are known to affect H2O ordering.7
conductivity.24,25 To ensure that neither orb
Nafion is used broadly, e.g., as a proton-

exchange membrane in electrodialysis, as a proton
conductor in fuel cells, as a separator in electrolytic
cells and as a mechanical actuator. Its interaction
with water underlies many of its functions. It is

composed of a carbon–fluorine backbone with perfluoro side chains containing sulfonic acid groups.
The sulfonic acid groups confer hydrophilicity on
an otherwise hydrophobic surface.
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ganic nor biological contaminants underlie
the special properties of INW, we employed
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight (MALDI-TOF) analysis
and Gas Chromatography, both coupled
with Mass Spectrometry. Details of these
measurements will be presented in a soon
to be submitted manuscript by Elia, Yinnon, Oliva, Napoli, Germano, Bobba and
Amoresano. These show that INW samples
are not contaminated by biological or organic macromolecules. With INW and pure
water having similar chemical composition,
the significant differences in their physicochemical properties point to supramolecular organization of H2O induced by the
“liquid lapping against the membrane disturbance”. Indeed, part of INW’s H2O being
organized in aggregates was evidenced by
light scattering, fluorescence microscopy,
heat of mixing with basic (NaOH) solutions
INW-NaOH
( ΔQmix
) and atomic force microscopy
on their solid residues.24-26 The aggregates
persist over macroscopic times. For many
days INW’s physicochemical characteristics
significantly differ from those of pure water. These characteristics reveal its instability, far-from-equilibrium and hysteretic
properties typical of dissipative self-organizing systems,24,25 e.g., the electric conductivities of some samples first increase
and subsequently decrease, for others first
decrease and then increase, while also continuous diminishments were observed. The
increments and decrements in some cases
reached ~50% of the value measured immediately after the last membrane removal step.24 In depth testing showed these
changes are not attributable to contaminants.24-26 The aggregates are very stable,
enabling their isolation.25 By removing bulk
water from INW with a freeze-drying (lyophilization) technique, a large amount of
solid is left over.25 Lyophilization of 20 ml
INW samples yields about 1-2 mg of solid.
The solid is stable at ambient conditions.25
It is a phase of water differing from that of

aqueous vapor, liquid or ice phases. Its IR
spectra show it is “modified” water.25 Its
main OH-stretching band is significantly
red shifted compared to that one of liquid
water.25 Deconvolution of this band reveals
that the higher energy component present in liquid water at around 3600 cm-1 is
absent -- a characteristic typical of ice.25
Moreover, it has a new absorption band at
2926 cm-1.25 Similarities between INW and
EZ water, summarized in Table 1, evoke
analogous ordering of part of their H2O, i.e.,
EZ water’s structural properties seem to be
“impressed” in bulk water during the iterative Nafionization process.
Customary electrostatic interactions-only
models are inadequate for explaining µm
sized H2O ordering induced by hydrophilic
or reactive metal surfaces.3,5,14,27,28 Surfaces
affecting adjacent water out to distances of
10-5 - 10-4 m (i.e., several orders larger than
the Debye length)29 imply electrostatic intermolecular forces (typically short-range
with 10-10 - 10-9 m span) cannot generate
EZ water.3 Moreover, exclusion of microspheres by a membrane was observed irrespective of whether these were positively
or negatively charged, while the EZ width
increases with microsphere charge.3,14 Molecular dynamics simulations solely including electrostatic interactions, carried out in
tandem with experiments, show H2O ordering due to their polarization by polar surface groups occurs only up to few nm from
hydrophilic surfaces.30-32 Electromagnetic
phenomena (e.g., widening of EZ on irradiation and its narrowing on onset of darkness
(not attributable to temperature changes)13
entail modeling effects of interfaces on H2O
ordering warrants inclusion of long-range
(10-7 - 10-4 m span) electrodynamic interactions. Indeed Del Giudice et al. succeeded
to qualitatively explain several significant
EZ water properties by explicitly accounting for electro-dynamic interactions.33-35
To the best of our knowledge no explanations for INW’s characteristics have been
WATER 7, 96-128, May 30th, 2016
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1: Similar properties of EZ water and INW.

forwarded.
The goals of this paper are: (a) explaining
INW’s characteristics; (b) analyzing EZ water’s structure and its “impression” in INW;
(c) assessing “impression” of EZ water in
bulk water as an effective method for examining such interfacial water. As to the importance of our study, it expounds H2O ordering highly relevant to plenteous natural
and technological processes. It also comple-

ments previous studies on forces underlying EZ water.
To attain our goals, we report new experimental data:
• The density of INW and its correlation
with the electric conductivity of this liquid.
With our previous reported experimental
results evidencing part of H2O in INW are
organized in aggregates, INW’s density data
WATER 7, 96-128, May 30th, 2016
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can shed light on the aggregates’ density.

Experimental Analyses:

• The temporal evolution of the electric Materials and Methods
conductivity of INW obtained during 90
days, complementing our previous reported INW preparation protocol -- The procedure and materials used for INW prepameasurements covering 30 days.
ration are detailed in Reference 24. For
• Thermogravimetric data of the solid res- clarity, we summarize them here. We used
idue left over after lyophilizing INW. Ther- Nafion membranes with a surface of 60mal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) enables as- 120 cm2 and a thickness of 50-180 μm. We
sessing the stability of the aggregates.
washed these ones five times with 20 ml
Based on our experimental data, in particu- of Milli-Q water. Subsequently we placed
lar inspired by our TGA, we develop a mod- the membrane in an open Petri dish (made
el for INW. Quantum and classical physics either of Pyrex glass or Polystyrene). We
electrodynamic properties of water derived added 10-30 ml of Milli-Q water to the dish.
of the Milli-Q wasince 1988 underlie our model. We do not The electric conductivity
-1
derive any new properties. Instead our ex- ter was 1-2 μS cm . We manually stirred the
perimental data, as well as Del Giudice et liquid (2-3 mm of thickness) in such a way
al.’s EZ water model published in Ref. 33- that it laps against the membrane. Then we
35, enable us to “put the theoretical pieces measured the electric conductivity (χ) of the
together” and to propose a model for INW liquid. We manually turned the membrane
and its solid residues. Since the publication over and resumed the stirring. The kinetic
of Ref. 33-35, more experimental data on was quite variable. We carried out this proEZ water have been published. Our analy- cedure some tens of times, producing an inses of these enable us to provide additional crease of χ after each step. After some hours
we removed the membrane from the Petri
support for the EZ water model.
dish. We dried it in air for several hours.
As to the outline of this paper, firstly in the After that, we placed it again in the previ“Experimental section” we present our ex- ously used water and repeated the stirring
perimental protocols and new data. Next, and turning over procedure. The iteration
in the “Theoretical section”: in its first three of the membrane immersion, agitations, resub-sections, we concisely summarize the moval and drying cycle was continued until
classical and quantum physics electro-dy- we obtained a desired value of χ. As to the
namic properties of water relevant for our number of cycles required, our experiments
model; after that in its last two sub-sec- indicate that INW’s typical properties are
tions, we present our INW model. Subse- obtained already after the first contact with
quently, in the “Discussion section”: in its Nafion. χ is also influenced by the volume of
first two sub-sections, we show that the ex- the treated water, the size of the membrane
perimental data confirm our INW model; in and the fluctuating temporary environits last sub-section, we show that the results mental conditions. Smaller volumes lead
for EZ water obtained by Del Giudice et al. to higher χ more rapidly. The maximum χ
in 2010 and 201333-35 and our INW model we obtained was about 1000 μS cm-1, which
also enable explaining experimental data required something like several hundred
on EZ water published after these dates. cycles. INW’s preparation protocol does not
Conclusions and a list of abbreviations are lead to reproducible results, but only to represented at the end of the paper.
peatable phenomena.24-26 This is a characteristic of open systems residing in far from
equilibrium states. It implies that it is imWATER 7, 96-128, May 30th, 2016
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to prepare samples with the same ductivity of the solution.
values of their physicochemical variables,
Technique for carrying out thermoi.e., the samples we investigated are just a
gravimetric analysis of the solid resrepresentative set.
idue left over after lyophization of
Obtaining a solid residue from INW INW -- We used the Netzsch TG209 ap-- We lyophilized some INW samples, i.e., paratus with platinum crucible (pan), at
we froze samples and subsequently reduced a heating rate of 10°C/min under a nitrothe surrounding pressure, thus allowing the gen atmosphere (to prevent oxidation or
frozen water in the samples to sublimate di- other reactions). We put in the pan a small
rectly from the solid phase to the gas phase. amount (2-10 mg) of the water in its solid
Lyophilization of 20 ml of INW yields a phase, i.e., the solid residue obtained on lylarge amount (1-2mg) of solid residue. Ex- ophilization of INW. We measured its detensive analyses showed that the liquid INW composition curve as a function of temperais composed of H2O and contains negligible ture.
amounts of impurities.25 Consequently, the
Experimental Results
solid residue is a new phase of water.
Density data -- In Table 2, in the 2nd colTechnique for measuring density of
umn, we present the difference between the
liquid INW -- We measured the density (g
density of our INW samples (ρINW) and the
cm-3) of INW and of Milli-Q water with a
density of water (ρwater), i.e., (ρINW - ρwater).
vibrating-tube digital density meter (model
The table displays that the density of INW is
DMA 5000 by Anton Paar, Austria) with
larger than that of water.
a precision of ±1x10-6 g cm-3 and an accuracy of ±5x10-6 g cm-3. We controlled the Electric conductivity data -- Table 3 and
temperature of the water around the den- Figure 1 display the electric conductivity of
sitometer cell to ±0.001 K. We calibrated INW and its temporal evolution at 25°C.
INW
INW
INW
the densitometer periodically with dry air χ remaining (τ)=100-( χ 0 − χ τ )x100/ χ 0INW
and pure water. We measured the density measured during τ days, for an exemplary
for INW samples having different electric set of five samples with different χ 0INW , are
displayed. χ 0INW is the conductivity meaconductivities.
sured immediately after the last membrane
Technique for measuring electric
INW
removal step, i.e., at τ=0, and χ τ
that
conductivity of liquid INW -- The conmeasured at τ days later. Factors affecting
ductivity measurements, which are detailed
χ 0INW were specified above (see INW prepin Reference 24, involve measuring conducaration protocol). Table 3 shows that the
tivity at a controlled temperature of 25 ± 1°
conductivity of INW is much larger than
C, and further temperature-correcting usthe 1-2 μS cm-1 value of our Milli-Q water.
ing a pre-stored temperature compensation
Figure 1 exhibits the significant differences
INW
for pure water. We used a YSI 3200 conducbetween χ remaining (τ) minima, maxima and
tometer with a conductivity cell constant of
slopes of the various samples, exemplify1.0 cm-1. For a given conductivity measuring INW’s instability, far-from-equilibrium
ing cell, the cell constant was periodically
and hysteretic properties. Figure 2 displays
determined by measuring the conductivity
the difference between the density of INW
of a KCl solution with a specific conductivsamples and that of Mili-Q water (ρINWity known to a high accuracy, at several con- water
ρ
) as a function of the electric conduccentrations and temperatures. The specific
tivity of the samples (χINW). These χINW
conductivity (μS cm-1) was then obtained as
values are presented in the third column of
the product of the cell constant and the con		
possible
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Table 2. Figure 2 reveals a linear correlation
(R2=0.9404) between (ρINW - ρwater) and
χINW. In previous studies we reported χINW
also linear correlates with INW’s H2O aggregates’ sizes, pH and heat of mixing with
NaOH.26 These linear correlations indicate
a single cause underlie INW’s aforementioned variables.24-26 Figure 2 and Table 2
show that ρINW > ρwater. Hence the correlations points to the density of INW’s H2O aggregates being higher than that one of bulk
water.

Thermogravimetric data -- Figure 3
exhibits a thermo-gravimetric graph of the
solid residue left over after lyophilizing
INW. It shows the decomposition curve of
the solid residue as a function of temperature (T) at ambient pressure, i.e., it shows
the percentage of weight loss of the solid
sample as a function of T. Two crossovers
are distinguishable, i.e., at T≈100 ºC and at
T≈227 ºC. The total weight loss is achieved
at around 650 ºC. (Since TGA data customarily are reported in degrees of Celsius
units, in this paper T is reported in these
units.) Persistence of the solid residue up
to T≈650 ºC reveals the peculiar properties
(ordering of H2O) in this new solid phase of

Figure 1: INW’s samples remaining conductivity,
INW
in percents, χ remaining (τ), as a function of τ for 0 ≤ τ Table 2: The differences in density of INW and of
INW
≤ 90 days and their initial conductivity, χ 0
(µS ultra pure (Milli Q) water, (ρINW- ρwater) (g·cm-3),
-1
cm ), defined in the text, at 298K.
for INW samples with electric conductivity χINW
(µS cm-1), at 298K. The average value and standard
deviation of the electric conductivity of the ultrapure (Milli-Q) water used for preparing INW, determined by measurements of 60 samples, are 1.1
±0.1 µS cm-1.

Figure 2: The difference between the density of
INW samples and of ultra-pure(Milli-Q) water,
(ρINW- ρwater) (g·cm-3), as a function of the INW
samples’ electric conductivity, χINW (µS cm-1).

Table 3: INW’s samples remaining conductivity,
INW
χ remaining
(τ), in percents at times 0≤ τ ≤90 days
INW
and their initial conductivity, χ 0
(µS cm-1), defined in the text, at 298K.
WATER 7, 96-128, May 30th, 2016
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Due to INW’s far-from-equilibrium
and hysteretic properties,24-26 Figure 3’s
curve is not quantitatively reproducible.
However, it is qualitatively repeatable, i.e.,
Figure 3 is an exemplar and similar curves
were obtained for other samples. Three regimes are discernible, pointing to three species constituting the solid residue. The first
species, leaving the residue like hydration
water when Tamb<T<~100 ºC (with Tamb
symbolizing ambient temperature), has
weight loss characteristics as those predicted by thermodynamics of randomly located,
diffusing hydration H2O with their electric
dipole moment randomly oriented and residing in their ground electronic state (here
denoted H2OR), e.g., their removal is complete at 100 ºC.36 The second and third species, respectively, constituting ~40% and
~50% of the solid residue and leaving it like
hydration water when ~100 ºC<T<~227 ºC
and ~227 ºC<T<~650 ºC, evidence the residue contains two types of H2O orderings.
This distinguishment between two different kinds of H2O orderings in the residue
(which was not feasible with our previous
reported experimental techniques) is crucial for modeling INW and explaining its
physicochemical properties.

Theory
We will carry out analyses of INW within the
context of classical and quantum electrodynamics. As pointed out in the introduction,
the electrostatic theories are inadequate
for explaining surfaces inducing µm sized
orderings of H2O in water at ambient conditions. The electrostatic theories assume
that only electrostatic interactions between
molecules [due to the short range (10-10 10-9 m span) electrostatic forces] have to
be described explicitly. Concerning the long
range (10-7 - 10-4 m span) electrodynamic
interactions which are mediated by electromagnetic fields, the electrostatic theories
assume that these ones only minimally affect liquid properties and accordingly they
can be treated perturbatively or ignored.
In contrast, the electrodynamic theories
explicitly describe the electrodynamic forces. For water and other polar liquids, the
quantum electrodynamic (QED) theories
are rarely employed. Readers might not be
familiar with these. Therefore, we will describe concisely their aspects relevant to
our model. (A more elaborate synopsis on
QED of aqueous systems is presented in
Reference 73a.) We stress that in the following we do not derive any new features
of electrodynamic theories. The sole aim
of this theoretical section is presenting a
model for INW. Some readers’ main interest might be our model’s explanations of
the experiments; hence, at the end of the
following two sub-sections, which contain
several mathematical expressions, we summarize them in simple terms.
Assumptions underlying the INW
model -- We assume that the following
phase transitions, triggered by immersing
Nafion in water, underlie the formation of
INW’s two types of H2O orderings:

Figure 3: Thermographimetric graph of the solid
residue left over after lyophilizing INW. The percentage of weight loss of the solid sample is plotted
as a function of temperature in ºC.

1) A ferroelectric phase transition leading
to formation of domains composed of ferroelectric ordered H2O, i.e., ferro-electric
domains (FED). These domains in turn orWATER 7, 96-128, May 30th, 2016
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ganize into aggregates ( AG ). H
2O con- the context of classical electrodynamics.
2O
AG H
H 2O
FED
stituting AG FED we denote H 2O
.
However, since 1988 quantum physics has
predicted that such transitions are possible;
2) A phase transition resulting from disfor example quantum field theory, which
persive forces mixing an excited electronic
explicitly describes correlations due to
|b⟩ state of H2O with their ground elecquantum and thermal fluctuations and it is
tronic |0⟩ state. This transition leads to
regarded as the most accurate physics theoformation of domains, which in previous
ry.43,44 Moreover, extensive computations,
papers we denoted CD Helec2 0 . H
O
constitut2
H 2O
employing a variety of techniques [e.g.,
ing CD Helec2 0 we denote H 2OCDelec .
molecular dynamics simulations, density
Ferroelectric orderings in bulk polar functional theory, Monte Carlo techniques]
liquids -- Already many decades ago, for confirm ferroelectric ordering may occur
some polar liquids, an instability alluding to in polar liquids.45-48 Before we will quote
a ferroelectric phase transition was identi- some quantum physics predictions relevant
fied within the context of classical electro- for our INW model, we will cite useful clasdynamics.37-41 For an ensemble of dipoles, sical physics results.
the polarization density P, polarization
Conditions for a ferroelectric phase transisusceptibility χe and a macroscopic electric
tion in ensembles of highly polarizable molfield E are related as P = χe E, according
ecules were recently derived by applying
to the Clausius-Mossotti model derived in
Landau and Lifshitz thermodynamic stabil1879.41 In Gaussian units χe=α/[ν-(4π/3)
ity criteria to classical electro-dynamics.39
α]. Here α denotes the molecular polarizFor temperature (T) above a critical temability and ν the volume per molecule. The
FED
and density below a critical
perature Tc
model is applicable to many dielectrics,
density, the molecules are in a disordered
including some organic liquids, but it fails
FED
state. For T< Tc and density above a criti41
for others. For example, for water it precal density, a fraction of the molecules orgadicts that the dielectric constant is neganize in ferroelectric domains (FED). These
tive, while the observed value is 80.41 The
domains have polarization PFED. The magmodel also predicts that for ensembles with
nitude PFED of PFED decreases with T, i.e.,
(4π/3)α>ν, these are globally unstable.37-40 FED
P =(µ/ν)[coth(µFFED/kBT)-(kBT/ µFFED)].
(4π/3)α>ν may hold for liquids composed
Here FFED is the magnitude of the local elecof highly polarizable molecules like water.
tric field FFED within a FED. µ is the magFor such liquids the model predicts a sponnitude of the molecule’s permanent dipole
taneous transition to a ferroelectric phase at
moment. kB is the Boltzmann constant. In
ambient conditions. The transition implies
the bulk of the ensemble, due to equilibrithe formation of polar domains in the abum rotational invariance, PFED are oriented
sence of an external electric field.39,40 Conrandomly, i.e., there is no permanent polarsidering that bulk water is not residing in
FED
ization. For Tc holds:
an ordered polarized state, the model in its
TcFED =(4πµ2)/(9kB ν)
original form obviously fails for water and (1)		
some other polar liquids.37,38,41 The failure
Reduction of the ensemble’s spatial dimenhas been attributed to inadequate treatFED
sions lowers Tc .42 For two dimensional
ment of local interactions between neighand quasi-two dimensional liquids, the exboring (solvent) molecules and other corpression in Equation 1 has to be divided by a
relations.37,38,40 Major research efforts led
term fquasi-2D.42
to improvements of the model. 37,38,40,42 As
of yet, not all issues are fully settled within For presenting relevant quantum physics
H 2O
FED
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predictions

pertaining to ferroelectric phase
transition in polar liquids, we focus on ensembles of N two-states rigid rotors with
electric dipole d confined in a volume V.
Such ensembles may comprise 10-5 - 10-4 m
FED
FED
sized FED with polarization Pq . 43 ( Pq is
the quantum analogue of PFED). The magnitude Pn of the ensemble’s polarization in direction n in natural units ( ! =c=1) is: 43
2
(2)		 Pn =
A0(t)A1(t)cos(ω-ω0)t
3
Here A0(t) and A1(t), respectively, represent
amplitudes of the rotors’ collective modes in
their ground angular momentum l=0 and
their excited angular momentum l=1 states,
at microscopic time t. ωt signifies differences
in phases of these modes. ω0 is the frequency
of the l=0 ↔︎ l=1 transition. Equation 2 displays that the time average of Pn is zero, i.e.,
just as in the classical result cited above, in
the bulk of the ensemble there is no net polarization. The thermodynamics of the rotors
is influenced by the energy that a rotor gains
by inclusion within a FED. This energy is an
inverse function of the rotor’s distance from
its domain’s center.33,34,44 For 0 K<T<TESED
all rotors organize in FED (i.e., are rotorsFED
FED
). For TESED <T< Tcq , only a fraction of the
rotors are organized in FED while others are
not ferroelectric ordered (i.e., are rotorsnonFED
FED
). For T> Tcq only rotorsnon-FED persist.
FED
TcFED
is the quantum analogue of Tc . The
q
critical temperature TESED depends on the rotors’ electrostatic and electrodyamic interacFED
tions. For TESED <T< Tcq : continually, some
rotorsnon-FED adsorb on FED, while simultaneously rotorsFED desorb (more outer lying
rotorsFED leave first). A FED’s diameter is an
inverse function of T. For an open system:
rotorsnon-FED may evaporate. The fraction
of its rotorsnon-FED located within the interstices among FED versus the fraction of its
evaporated rotorsnon-FED and the fraction of
rotorsFED are determined by their chemical
potentials.

Insertion of these values into Equation 1
FED
gives Tc = TcFED-H2O =887 ºC. For an ensemble of rigid rotors with electric dipole d and
moment of inertia typical of H2O, at ambient conditions, the energy that a rotor gains
on its inclusion in a FED is ~0.025 eV.34
For bulk water at ambient conditions kBT is
of this order, implying thermal aggression
prevents auto-organization of its H2O into
stable FED.33,34
Summing up: Recent developments in
quantum and classical electrodynamics, in
particular the quantum field theory explicitly accounting for quantum fluctuations,43,44
confirm the Clausius-Mossotti model’s prediction of an instability which might lead
to a ferroelectric phase transition in ensembles of certain types of dipoles. These
approaches succeeded to resolve puzzles
raised by the Clausius-Mossotti model
concerning water and other liquids composed of highly polarizable molecules. For
example, the recent approaches succeeded
to delineate the conditions for ferroelectric
ordering. Whenever an ensemble of H2O
are induced to organize into FED by some
means, the ferroelectric ordering may persist up to the critical temperature TcFED-H2O
=887 ºC. However, on inserting these FED
into bulk water at ambient conditions, these
are unstable. H2O desorb from FED. In a
closed system these desorbed H2O locate
in the interstices among FED. For an open
system, the desorbed H2O may reside in the
interstices among FED or evaporate. The
fraction of H2O located within the interstices in between FED, versus the fractions
of evaporated ones and the fraction of H2O
organized in FED are determined by their
chemical potentials.

Ferroelectric ordering of H2O induced by interfaces -- Immersing objects, e.g., a membrane or a reactive metal
sheet, in an ensemble of polar molecules
may stabilize FED. Interfaces alter FFED,
For bulk water molecules μ≈1.855 Debye FED
P
and Gibbs energy in their adjacent
and at ambient conditions ν≈3x10-23 cm3.49
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liquid.50,51 Analyses of such alterations are
best carried out by quantum physics.44 For
example it predicts that objects with an
asymmetric charge distribution add a term
H=-d.E to a rigid rotors ensemble’s potential energy.43 E is the electric field due to
the objects. H breaks the dipole rotational
symmetry. H also augments the energy a
rotor gains on its inclusions within FED.
Hence H may induce FED organizing in
ferroelectric aggregates (AGFED) surrounding the object, resulting in a permanent polarization Pn with magnitude:
(3)

stabilize 10-5 - 10-4 m sized FED which form
H 2O 52,53
AG FED
.
Numerous phenomena and computations
H 2O
conform to AG FED
adjacent to interfaces,
e.g.: orientation relaxation times for interfacial H2O are slower (up to 7 fold) than that
one of bulk water;54 characteristics of electro-hydro-dynamical flows induced in water
films are due to FED;11,55,56 molecular dynamics, Monto Carlo and Density Functional
Theory computations show near walls polar
liquids are ferroelectric ordered and in nanotubes immersed in water at ambient conditions H2O are ferroelectric ordered.47,57

Pn (t)=(1/√3)(sin2 ς ){[A0(t)]2-[A1(t)]2} Formation of CD Helec2 0 domains induced
by dispersive interactions -- UV-vis ab2
+(2/√3)A0(t)A1(t)(cos2 ς )cos{[ω-( ω 0
sorption by INW and EZ water (see Table 1
1/2
+4H ) ]t},
line 1) signifies interfaces like hydrophilic
membranes or reactive metal sheets alter
2
where tan ς = [ω0-( ω 0 +4H 2)1/2] / (2H ),
electronic clouds of adjacent H2O. Alterawith time average:
tions may be due to the non-zero polariza(4)		 Pn = (1 / 3)(sin 2ς )(A02 − A12 ) ,
tion discussed in the previous section, i.e.,
Pn ≠0.34 Long range dispersive forces too
with A02 and A12 , respectively, the time avermay be responsible.34,58,59 Recently disperage of [A0(t)]2 and [A1(t)]2. Equation 4 shows
sion-corrected Density Functional Theory
that a net polarization implies a non-zero difcomputations showed that these dispersion
ferences in the l=0 and l=1 populations, i.e.,
forces non-negligibly influence condensed
a state different from the [A0(t)]2≈[A1(t)]2
matter structure, e.g., water adjacent to metal
typifying the equilibrium Boltzmann distrisurfaces and other H2O ensembles.27,28,60,61
bution within the bulk of the ensemble. As
derived in Reference 43, Pn ≠0 entails a non- Quantum physics, in particular quantum
zero time average of the amplitude UFED(t) field theory, indeed predicts that inclusion
of the electromagnetic field UFED coupled to in the Hamiltonian of a term explicitly dethe l=0 ↔︎ l=1 transition, signifying photons scribing dispersive interactions leads to an
mediating dipole-dipole interactions con- instability which may cause a temperature
dense within FED. UFED affects the energy a and density dependent continuous phase
rotor gains on its inclusions within FED.
transition.62,63 For an ensemble of molecules with an electronic structure typical of
Summing up: Equations 3 and 4 imply that
H2O and on ignoring vibrational and rotaimmersing objects with sufficiently strong
tional degrees of freedom, the phase tranasymmetric charge distribution in polar liqsition might trigger formation
of domains
uids may trigger a ferroelectric phase tran2O
CDH
H2 0
elec
( CD elec ) wherein H 2O
are
tetrahedral
H 2O
sition. In other words, the immersion stacoordinated.58,64,65 Its H 2OCDelec reside in a
bilizes FED and causes alignment of their
state which is a superposition of the H2O’s
dipoles, i.e., formation of AGFED.43 As to waelectronic ground |0⟩ state (with a weight
ter at ambient conditions, it has been shown
of ~87%) and its excited electronic |b⟩
that immersion of objects in bulk water may
state (with a weight of ~13%).58,65 The size
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of CD Helec2 0 is of the order of 10-7 m; it is determined by the wavelength l0b pertaining
to the |0⟩ ↔︎ |b⟩ transition.58 One electron
of a H2O residing in its |b⟩ state is almost
free (binding energy ≈0.4 eV), i.e., a CD Helec2 0
is a pool of ~106 quasi-free electrons and
correspondingly an ensemble of quasi free
protons (the partners of the quasi-free electrons).34,65 The molecular volume of a H2O
in its |b⟩ state is larger than in its |0⟩ state.
Hence the density of CD Helec2 0 is less than that
of an ensemble of H2O residing in their |0⟩
state.58 The density of a CD Helec2 0 equals 0.92
g/cm3. Within a CD Helec2 0 , photons intermediating the dispersive interactions are condensed.58 These photons’ electromagnetic
H 2O
field we denote here as U CDelec . Energetically it is favorable that the evanescent tails
H 2O
of neighboring U CDelec overlap; as a result
CD Helec2 0 tend to assemble in supra-domains
(supra- CD Helec2 0 ).33,34,58 A supra- CD Helec2 0 is an
assemblage in which each domain persist
as an independent one, like molecular domains in liquid crystals. The energy that a
molecule gains by inclusion within CD Helec2 0 is
an inverse function of its distance from the
center of this domain. At T=273
K this enH 2O
ergy is ~0.17 eV for an H 2OCDelec located at
the boundary of a CD Helec2 0 .58,65
Summing up: The main properties of CD Helec2 0
relevant for our study are:58,65
(a) CD Helec2 0 only exist at temperatures
below
2O
CDH
elec
the critical temperature Tc
.
(b) For T<-93 ºC, all molecules are organized in CD Helec2 0 .
(c) For -93 ºC<T<227 ºC: a temperature dependent fraction of the molecules
form CD Helec2 0 ; others reside in the |0⟩ state
(i.e. these are H2OR). In a closed system,
all H2OR move within interstices between
CD Helec2 0 . Continually, some H2OR adsorb
H 2O
on CD Helec2 0 , while simultaneously HHO 2OCDelec
2
desorb (more outer lying H 2OCDelec leave
first), causing a ~10-14 s timescale “flickering” domain landscape. Thus CD Helec2 0 obser-

vation requires very fast resolution probes.
CD Helec2 0 ’s diameter is an inverse function of
temperature. For an open system, H2OR may
evaporate. The fraction of its H2OR located
within the interstices among CD Helec2 0 s versus
the fraction of itsHevaporated
H2OR and the
2O
CDelec
fraction of H 2O
are determined by their
chemical potentials. c,d
(d) Immersing objects (e.g., membranes
or reactive metal sheets) in water may stabilize CD Helec2 0 (i.e., reduce their “flickering”)
and enhance supra- CD Helec2 0 formation. Two
possible mechanisms leading to such stabilization and enhancement were proposed:
H 2O
1. The dipole movement Pn of the AG FED
stabilized by the interface induce electric
dipole moments in the quasi-free electron
clouds of CD Helec2 0 . The interactions between

Though inclusion of vibrational and
rotational degrees of freedom affects the aforementioned thermodynamics, quantum physics indicates
that at atmospheric pressures for T<373 K long
range dispersion forces lead to at least part of H2O
20
, i.e., bulk water and icebeing organized in CD Helec
Ih contains such domains.58,65
d
Characteristics of ensembles composed
CDH 2O
of H 2O elec and H2OR agree with phenomeno20
have
logical ones of water:58,64-66 Supra- CD Helec
characteristics analogous to those of the flickering
hydrogen-bond network.34,58,65 While formation of
20
was ab initio derived, the flickering
supra- CD Helec
hydrogen-bond network model is empirically based
only. For more than a century, numerous measurements suggested water consists of two phases, with
H2O in one phase cooperatively moving in clusters.67-69 The data led to several, purely empirically
based, two-fluid models, e.g., the hydrogen-bond
model or the correlated site percolation model
picturing water as patches of correlated hydrogenbonded H2O immersed in a sea of monomers.70
The anomalies of water get explained
too by H2O
CDH 2O
ensembles composed of H 2O elec and H2OR.58
Very recent measured properties of bulk water also
20
and H2OR ensembles:
conform to those of CD Helec
X-ray experiments evidenced two phases of water
having different densities and orderings;71 timeresolved optical Kerr effect investigations exposed
two local configurations in supercooled bulk water,
interpreted as high density and low density water
forms, with the percentage of the latter decreasing
with increasing temperature.72

c
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water triggers a ferroelectric phase transition. The transition leads to formation of
ferroelectric domains (FED) adjacent to the
membrane (see Figures 4a and b). These
H 2O
domains aggregate, i.e., form AG FED
. The
width of the zone of ferroelectric ordered
H2O is at least that one of the order of the
FED diameter, i.e., 10-5 - 10-4 m. The polarH 2O
ization due to AG FED
triggers a phase Htran2O
sition resulting in part of the H 2OCDelec to
organize in stable CD Helec2 0 . These CD Helec2 0 may
agglomerate into supra- CD Helec2 0 . As a result,
H 2O
the ~10-5-10-4m sized AG FED
may contain
H2 0
-7
numerous ~10 m sized CD elec or supraH 2O
CD Helec2 0 . In other words, these are AG FED
⟨suH2 0
pra- CD elec ⟩ (see Figure 4b). Dispersive interactions between the membrane and H2O
also may stabilize CD Helec2 0 , i.e., theseH OCD Helec2 0
CD 2
2. Electrical particles constituting the ob- are not contained within an H 2O elec (see
ject perform plasma oscillations around Figure 4b).
their equilibrium positions. Ambient elec- 2) Since a ~600 µm wide EZ adjacent to a
tromagnetic fields may correlate the oscil- Nafion sheet forms within 10 min after its
lations, resulting in identical charged par- immersion in water (with the EZ expanding
ticles oscillating in unison -- see Reference further but slower to about 1 mm within a
74, chapter 5. At the object-water inter- day),3 we assume the following: our repeatface, plasma oscillations of identical sur- ed perturbations of water containing a Naface charges may resonate with the plasma fion membrane (by agitating it and causing
oscillations of adjacent quasi-free elec- it to lap against the membrane) ruptures the
trons or quasi-free protons, resulting in loosely bounded AG H2O ⟨supra- CD H2 0 ⟩ conelec
CD Helec2 0 stabilization.34 The impact of sur- stituting the EZ waterFED
adjacent to the memface particles on adjacent H2O, underlying brane, and disperse its clumps in neighboraforementioned mechanism, corresponds ing bulk water (see Figure 4c).
to that one identified by dispersion-corrected Density Functional Theory simula- 3) Immediately after rupturing of the EZ, it
tions. These revealed that non-local cor- grows again.
relations between metal surface particles 4) Iteration of the reimmersion-agitationsand H2O contribute more to stabilization membrane-removal-drying cycle enhances
of interfacial water than intra-H2O ones.27 the concentration of the chunks of AG H2O

these dipoles may stabilize CD Helec2 0 and supra- CD Helec2 0 .73 H2O can reside in a superposition of the rotational and electronic
excited states, respectively, typifying the
H 2O
molecules constituting AG FED
and CD Helec2 0 .
2O
Therefore, the 10-5-10-4 m sized AG HFED
-7
may contain numerous ~10 m sized
CD Helec2 0 or supra- CD Helec2 0 .33,34 We denote
H 2O
H 2O
AG FED
containing supra- CD Helec2 0 as AG FED
H2 0
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩. Support for this mechanism was provided by analyses of EZ water
and the water bridge, showing their phenomenological characteristics conform
H 2O
H 2 0 33-35,75
to those of AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩.
More evidence for EZ water being comH2 0
2O
posed of AG HFED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩ will be presented in the Discussion section.

FED

2
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩

H 0

and these affect the liquid’s
INW model
physicochemical properties (compare FigBased on the H2O ensembles’ character- ures 4c and d -- the latter displays a higher
istics detailed above, we conjecture that concentration of AG H2O ⟨supra- CD H2 0 ⟩).
FED
elec
the following processes occur during INW
preparation, which we schematically pic- Model for the residue of INW
ture in Figure 4:
On evaporation of INW at temperatures
1) As first pointed out by Del Giudice et al., T≤100 ºC or on its lyophilization, the H2O
H 2O
or CD Helec2 0 ( i.e., the
immersing the Nafion membrane in not organized in AG FED

33-35
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2O
H2OR) leave the liquid. Hence AG HFED
⟨suH2 0
pra- CD elec ⟩ compose the solid residue left
over after the removal of all the bulk water
from INW. This solid residue is a new phase
of water. Its thermodynamics is determined
2O
by that one of AG HFED
and CD Helec2 0 . On heating of the solid residue, which was left over
after lyophilizing INW, the following happens:

(a) ForH OT≤100 ºC, few
of the solid residue’s
2
2O
CDelec
AG H
FED
desorb, respectively,
H 2O
and H 2O
H 2O
from CD Helec2 0 and AG FED
. These molecules
R
become H2O and like hydration H2O leave
the residue.
(b) At temperatures less than the critical Htemperature
for CD Helec2 0 formation, i.e.,
O
2
TcCDelec = 227 ºC, heating of the
solid resi2O
CDH
elec
due leads to outer-lying H 2O
to desorb.
This happens
because
the
desorption
ener2O
CDH
elec
gy of H 2O
is an inverse function of their

distance fromH Othe center of their CD Helec2 0 .58
2
These H 2OCDelec become H2OR and like hydration water leave the residue.
(c) At temperatures less than the critical
H 2O
temperature for AG FED
stabilization, i.e.,
FED
Tc , heating of the
solid residue leads to
H 2O
outer-lying H 2O AGFED to desorb. This Harises
2O
from the desorption energy of H 2O AGFED being an inverse function of their distance
H 2O 33,34,44,74
from the center
of their AG FED
.
2O
AG H
R
FED
These H 2O
become H2O . Like hydration water, these H2OR leave the residue.
Equation 1 specifies the expression for TcFED .
For bulk water TcFED-H2O =887 ºC. However, as
mentioned above, TcFED of two dimensional
and quasi-two dimensional liquids is lower
than that one of bulk liquid, i.e., TcFED has to
be divided by a term fquasi-2D.42 The zone
forming adjacent to Nafion can be regarded
as a quasi-two dimensional slab. The same

Figure 4: Schematic picture of our INW model: (a) Immersion of Nafion sheet in water. (b) Stabilization
H 2O
H2 0
H2 0
of AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩ and CD elec
on Nafion. The large elongated domains represent 10-5 - 10-4 m
H 2O
sized AG FED with their electric dipole moments represented by yellow arrows. The yellow-brown colored
balls and their agglomerates, located within the elongated domains, represent, respectively, ~10-7 m sized
H 2O
H 2O
H2 0
H2 0
CD Helec2 0 and supra- CD Helec2 0 stabilized by AG FED
. Each AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩ contains lots of CD elec
,
but for keeping the picture simple only few are portrayed. The yellow-brown colored balls, which are
H2 0
located on the membrane but outside the elongated domains, are CD elec
stabilized by dispersive interactions between H2O and the membrane. (c) By manually agitating the liquid, with agitations pictured by
H 2O
H2 0
a rotating rod, AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩ get dispersed in the liquid. (d) After removal of the Nafion memH 2O
H2 0
brane, INW contains the dispersed AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩. The various domains are not represented
according to their realistic scale ratios.
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holds for the few milligrams of solid residue left over at the bottom of the flask after
lyophilization of INW. Hence, our model
predicts that on heating the solid residue,
it will persist up to a temperature of 887 ºC
divided by fquasi-2D.

Discussion
As we discuss below, our experimental thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) and density
results presented above, together with our
experimental data obtained by other techniques reported in our previous publications,24-26 verify several predictions of the
electrodynamic theory of polar liquids in
general and water in particular. Moreover,
these support our INW model and confirm
the model for EZ water proposed by Del Giudice et al. in References 33-35.
H 2O
Evidence for CD Helec2 0 and AG FED
in the
solid residue left over after lyophilizing INW

Evidence revealed by TGA -- We recall
that the theory predicts that CD Helec2H0O form
2
below the critical temperature TcCDelec =227
H 2O
ºC.58 It also predicts that AG FED
may form
below the critical temperature TcFED-H2O . For
bulk water, TcFED-H2O has been estimated as
887 ºC.39 For quasi-two-dimensional or
two dimensional H2O ensembles (like EZ
water or a piece of the 1-2 mg solid residue
left over after lyophilizing INW), TcFED-H2O is
somewhat lower,42 i.e., 887 ºC m divided by
fquasi-2D. Our TGA results presented in Figure 3 show the decomposition curve of the
solid residue as a function of T, i.e., the percentage ofH its
weight loss as a function of T.
2O
CDelec
With Tc
=227 ºC and TcFED-H2O = 887 ºC
divided by fquasi-2D, Figure 3 indicates that
the H2O constituting ~40% of the solid residue and leaving
it when ~100 ºC<T<~227
H 2O
ºC are H 2OCDelec , while those leaving
it when
2O
AG H
FED
~227 ºC<T<~650 ºC are H 2O
. In support of these attributions we note:
i. The measured monotonically weight
loss of the solid sample as function of T

for ~100 ºC<T<~227 ºC is commensurate with quantum physics’ derived CD Helec2 0
characteristics. Reference 58 predicts that
for an ensemble of H2O at ambient pressures and at T>-93 ºC, the fraction of
H2O organized in CD Helec2 0 monotonically
decreases with T.H It
also predicts CD Helec2 0
O
2
persist up HtoO TcCDelec = 227 ºC. Computa2
tion of TcCDelec = 227 ºC required fitting of
one parameter (δES) within the from first
principles derived quantum description
of a H2O ensemble containing CD Helec2 0 .58
δES =0.022 eV represents the effect of the
long range dispersive interactions underlying CD Helec2 0 formation on the short range
electro-static interactions between H2O.
δES was fitted so that the sharp increases in
the derivatives of thermodynamic quantities, e.g., specific heat and compressibility, predicted by the model coincides with
the experimentally observed ones at about
-43 ºC. Our measured weight loss of the
solid residue as function
of T for 100
2O
CDH
elec
ºC<T<~227 ºC and Tc
= 227 ºC, to the
best of our knowledge, is the first verification of Reference 58’s predictions.
ii. For moderately polar quasi-two dimensional liquids, e.g., with density and molecular electric dipole values like those
of chloroform, ~1.16<fquasi-2D<~1.44 (for
TcFED expressed in ºC).42 For water fquasi2D has not yet been computed. However,
dividing TcFED-H2O =887 ºC of bulk water by
the aforementioned fquasi-2D values gives
for quasi-two dimensional water 608
ºC< TcFED-quasi2DH2 0 <753 ºC. Persistence of
the solid residue up to the strikingly high
T≈650 ºC value falling in this range, thus
indeed alludes to this residue containing
H 2O
AG FED
. To the best of our knowledge this
is the first experimental sign of the predicted high TcFED-H2O value and its reduced
value in quasi-two dimensional systems.
iii. The bumps in the nearly linear slope
of Figure 3 in the ~227 ºC<T<~650 ºC regime are ascribable to variations in the enWATER 7, 96-128, May 30th, 2016
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ergy required for desorption of H 2O AGFED
H 2O
from the borders of AG FED
. The variations
are attributable to topological defects,
e.g., local disorder. Auto-agglomeration
H 2O
of FED into AG FED
is often hindered by
local potential energy barriers hampering a FED ensemble’s approach toward its
global stationary structure, leading to topological defects -- see Reference 53 Section 3.4.1.
H 2O

ported in Reference 25 and some not yet
published data of ours, likely contain such
fingerprints in the ~1700 - 700 cm-1 range.
In this range the spectra exhibit numerous
peaks ascribable to bending and librations
of H2O. Spectral data on ferroelectric-ordered H2O are scarce and pertain to ice.
Still it was observed that transitions from
ice Ih to the ferroelectric ordered ice XI are
mainly reflected in librations of H2O.80
Therefore computations of spectral features and their comparison with our residue’s spectral data are called for.

Evidence revealed by spectroscopic
data -- Our IR spectra of the solid residue
left over after lyophilizing INW also are With the previous sections’ analyzes of our
commensurate with it containing CD Helec2 0 experimental data alluding that the solid
H 2O
and AG FED
:
residue’s H2O are ferroelectric ordered, experiments
employing customary techniques
i. Our deconvolution of the OH stretching
-1
peak between 2880 and 3800 cm exhib- for studying such orderings are called for,
its maxima at ~3400, ~3200 and 2926 e.g., X-ray, NMR, ESR and Mössbauer
cm-1.25 The maxima at ~3400 and ~3200 spectroscopy.
cm-1 were also observed for bulk
water and Evidence for CD H2 0 and AG H2O diselec
FED
2O
CDH
76-79
elec
ice-Ih and ascribed to H 2O
.
persed in the INW liquid
ii. The absence of a high energy maxi- i. UV-vis absorption spectra of INW have
mum around 3600 cm-1 indicates the solid features similar to those of EZ water (see
residue contains no significant amounts Table 1 line 1) and those of serial diluted
H 2O
of H2O that are not organized in AG FED
vigorous shaken aqueous solutions.20,25,73
H2 0
R
or CD elec , i.e., H2O . Such a maximum is For EZ water and these serial diluted solutypical for water vapor and also observed tions, these features were ascribed to the
for bulk water, but non-existent for ice- electronic clouds of the H2O constituting
Ih;76-79 accordingly it has been assigned to CD H2 0 .33,73
elec
H2OR.77,79 Still Figure 3’s TGA indicates
that H2O leave the solid residue for T≤100 ii. Long-range dipole correlations in INW,
ºC. These
H2O most
likely are former due to H2O aggregates, were observed
25
H 2O
H 2O
H 2OCDelec and H 2O AGFED , which desorbed in our group by Light Scattering. Our
H 2O
from, respectively, CD Helec2 0 and AG FED
dur- Fluorescence microscopy data evidence
ing heating of the solid residue. After their that these are elongated irregular shaped
desorption, these H2O moved randomly aggregates. We did not observe such agwithin the interstices of these domains gregates in the control (Milli-Q water).
Details of the Fluorescence microscopy
until thermodynamic conditions facilitat2O
CDH
ed their
evaporation. Such H 2O elec and technique we employed are reported in
2O
AG H
FED
H 2O
desorption dynamics indeed our Reference 25. To visualize the aggrehas been predicted, 44,58,65 but to the best gates, a 1% in weight of polystyrene latex
of our knowledge, Figure 3 for the first beads solution was dispersed in a 1 ml
INW sample and in the control, i.e., 1 ml
time displays its signature.
of Milli-Q water. The beads of carboxylateH 2O
iii. As to fingerprints of AG FED
in the spec- modified polystyrene had a size of 200 nm
tra of the solid residue, the spectra we reWATER 7, 96-128, May 30th, 2016
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and each particle carried green fluorescent
probes. The beads emit bright, high contrast colors when illuminated by 465 nm
light. With the resulting images clearly
exhibiting the structures present in INW,
we reprint one in Figure 5. From the sizes
of the observed aggregates we infer that
H 2O
these are AG FED
, which extend typically
-5
-4
52
10 - 10 m. CD Helec2 0 are much smaller -their diameter is ~10-7 m.58
iii. Our atomic force microscopy (AFM)
data provides additional evidence for the
previous paragraph’s inference. Sediment
of 5 INW drops, evaporated under ambient conditions on a mica substrate, contain
~10-5 elongated particles with 4.03x10-7 m
maximum height.25 Purity of the substrate
was guaranteed by careful cleavage. AFM
of sediment of evaporated drops of the
control, pure Milli-Q water kept in contact
for a prolonged period (days) with plastic
Petri capsules, does not reveal nano-particles.25 The asymmetry between the length
and height of the aggregates, distinguishH 2O
able by AFM, hints these are AG FED
with
their dipoles aligned parallel to the substrate. For quasi-two dimensional polar

fluids, which is a reasonable model for a
slab of sediment composed of FED, such
alignment indeed has been predicted.42
The height of 4.03x10-7 m will be discussed
further on.
iv. The electric conductivity (χ) data of
Figures 1-2, Tables 2-3 and References 24H 2O
26 also point to presence of AG FED
:
(a) The electric conductivity of INW
(χINW) is significantly larger (up to about
three orders of magnitude) than that of
Milli-Q water. χINW correlates with aggregates size.25 The correlation conforms
to Reference 53 Sec. 3.2.4 findings, showing: for an aqueous system, the degree
of ferroelectric ordering [expressed by
Pn in the abovementioned Equation 4]
is proportional to its χ. It reflects collisions among H2OR, contributing to elecH 2O
trical resistance -- once AG FED
form, the
number of H2OR decreases and χ grows.
Thus discrepancies between χINW and the
conductivity of Milli-Q water are at least
partially attributable to differences in the
number of their H2OR. However, log χINW
is also correlated with the pH of INW
(pHINW). The correlations imply that the

Figure 5a: Fluorescent microscope picture of polystyrene spheres dispersed in INW. 1 μm = 8.26 pixels. Irregular shaped structures are observable in water, i.e.,
10-5 m sized structures, on which the marked polystyrene
spheres appear to be clustered.

Figure 5b: Fluorescent microscope picture of the control: polystyrene spheres dispersed in Milli-Q water. 1 μm = 8.26 pixels.
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discrepancies

also are due to altered hydronium (H3O+) or hydroxyl (OH-) ions
concentrations, an issue which we will
discuss further on.

(b) On filtration of INW through Millipore filters (25, 100, 200 or 450 nm), we
found smaller pores lead to lower χINW.24
With the observed linear correlation between aggregate size and χINW,25 these
filtrations indicate the filtrate only retains
the smaller aggregates. 450 nm sized
pores affecting the filtrate’s χINW confirm
the above presented inferences pertaining
H 2O
to the presence of ~10-5 m sized AG FED
in
INW.

ilizing INW samples and subsequent refilling with an equal amount of untreated
H 2O
water. During lyophilization, AG FED
get
closely packed; the surface area of these
H 2O
is smaller than that
closed packed AG FED
H 2O
of the long strings of percolating AG FED
in the original INW. Therefore, on adding
untreated water to the residue left over
after lyophilizing INW, the percentage of
H2OR neighboring on the closely packed
H 2O
AG FED
is smaller than that neighboring
H 2O
on the percolating strings of AG FED
in the
original INW. As a result, in the refilled
sample, the percentage of H2OR undergoing the intermolecular collision rate reducing effect induced by interactions with
H 2O
neighboring AG FED
is smaller than that
one in the original INW, i.e., in the refilled
sample the intermolecular collision rate
of H2OR is higher and hence χINW lower
compared to that of the original INW.
Computer simulations are called for to
quantitatively delineate the relative efH 2O
fects of AG FED
disintegration, percolation
and vial interfaces on χINW(τ).

(c) χINW of INW stored in polyethylene
or polypropylene vials alters with macroscopic times expressed in days (τ) -- see
Figure 1 and Table 3. χINW(τ) may diminish or increase by as much as ~50%
during 0<τ<20 days. The conductivity of
INW containing a small quantity of Nafion does not statistical significantly vary
with τ. The χINW(τ) alterations point to
the membrane inducing aggregate formav. The measured macroscopic timescale
tion, but in its absence these are meta(days) for reduction of INW’s H2O aggrestable. χINW(τ)’s diminishments result
gates (see previous paragraph), which is
from aggregates’ disintegration. χINW(τ)’s
of the same order as EZ water stabilizaincreases are ascribable to percolation
tion,3 also points to these aggregates being
H 2O
and stabilization of AG FED
by the vial’s
H 2O
H 2O
AG FED
. For estimating AG FED
disintegrainterface. Impacts of the vials’ interfaces
tion time, we recall that Equation 4 exon χ have been analyzed in Reference 53
presses that rotational population inverSec.3.4.3. As to percolation effects:81 once
sion underlies their formation. With the
the iterative Nafionization procedure
number of H2O comprising a 10-5 - 10-4 m
causes a critical number of H2OR to tranH 2O
sized AG FED
of the order of 1015 - 1017 and
H 2O
sit to AG FED
and these all connect, most
rotational de-excitation energies of H2O in
remnant H2OR move in their close vicinliquids of the order of 1011 - 1012 Hz, the
ity, experiencing their dipoles, resulting
uncertainty principle implies the disintein slower intermolecular collisions; the
gration time is of the order of minutes or
lower thermal aggression either reduces
days, indeed conforming to its measured
H 2O
AG FED
disintegration or even permits envalue.
hancement of ferroelectric ordering -- the
H 2O
H2 0
slowing down of intermolecular collisions Evidence for AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩ disand the enhanced ferroelectric ordering persed in the INW liquid
both lead to χINW(τ) growth. The opposite
H 2O
H2 0
Searching for AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩ fingeris expected and indeed observed on lyophprints in INW data seems worthwhile. AcWATER 7, 96-128, May 30th, 2016
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cording to our INW model, the clumps of
ruptured EZ water are dispersed in INW.
Del Giudice et al. conjectured EZ water
H 2O
H2 0
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩, but only
comprises AG FED
for some EZ water features they showed
these are due to these aggregates.34,35 AcH 2O
cordingly, before looking for signs of AG FED
H2 0
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩ in INW, we analyze additional experimental data expounding their
presence in EZ water.
Experimental evidence EZ water
H 2O
H2 0
comprises AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩ -i. On EZ water formation, microspheres,
medium and large molecules are excluded in the same manner as for advancing
−
ice.14,82 As to small molecules, e.g., HSO 3
released by Nafion, their concentration in
room temperature EZ water is at most a
few µM,5 just as is observed for ice.83 This
ice-like dynamical ordering of the viscous
liquid EZ water is typical for stabilization
H 2O
of AG FED
, CD Helec2 0 and their agglomeration
H 2O
into AG FED ⟨supra- CD Helec2 0 ⟩. Non-H2O particles cannot locateH Owithin CD Helec2 0 , because
2
these alter H 2OCDelec electronic states. As
a result, on CD Helec2 0 stabilization non-H2O
get expelled.34,58,65 Few non-H2O parH 2O
ticles can locate within AG FED
, because
H 2O
these only perturbatively affect AG FED
rotational states, but large numbers cause
their disintegration. Thus stabilization of
H 2O
AG FED
also expels most non-H2O.39,43,52,73
ii. The viscosity of EZ water is about tenfold higher than that one of bulk water.3
This signifies that the fraction of ordered
H2O in EZ water is larger than in bulk water -- a phenomenon attributable to stabiH 2O
lization of CD Helec2 0 and AG FED
by the inter33-35
face.
iii. NMR shows that spin-lattice relaxation
times in EZ water are shorter than in bulk
water. This implies H2O motion in EZ water is more restricted than that one in bulk
water due to different orderings.3,16 This
phenomenon is compatible with stabiliza-

tion of AG

H 2O
FED

and CD

H2 0
elec

.33,34

iv. IR radiation emitted by EZ water is
significantly less than that one of its adjacent bulk water. The disparity is ascribable to EZ water’s more stable structure,3
H 2O
e.g., stabilization of AG FED
and CD Helec2 0 . (IR
emission is a function of structure and
temperature. No significant role of temperature could be identified.3 Sustained
temperature gradients over EZ water’s µm
- mm spatial regions persisting during the
macroscopic timescales of the measurements are unlikely.3)
v. Polarizing microscopy shows EZ water
is birefringent,5,17 e.g., the radiation pattern adjacent to Nafion is a set of light
and dark fringes oriented in parallel to the
membrane, revealing anisotropic quasicrystalline ordering. Anisotropy indeed
H 2O 43,52
is a feature of AG FED
.
In particular,
orientation parallel to the membrane is
H 2O
concordant with AG FED
properties, as well
as the ferroelectric ordering predicted by
Density Functional Theory.42,45 CD Helec2 0 ’s
tetrahedrally coordinated but not protonordered H2O cannot underlie such orientation ordering.64
vi. The molecular refraction (γ) of EZ water differs from that one of bulk water, e.g.,
near Nafion γ is ~30 percent higher.5 We
attribute the difference to interfaces staH 2O
bilizing AG FED
. For γ holds γ=(4π/3)ρα.
Here α and ρ, respectively, denote H2O’s
electronic polarizability and density.5 It
has been deduced that ρ of EZ water significantly contributes to the difference.5
We ascribe the high ρ value of EZ water to
H 2O
the proton ordering typifying AG FED
. ρ of
proton ordered ice is higher than that one
of ice Ih or water.84 For the tetragonal proton ordered ice IX, ρ=1.16 g cm-3. Some
other proton ordered ice phases have
even higher ρ. The high ρ value of EZ water is not attributable to CD Helec2 0 . The density of CD Helec2 0 is 0.92 g cm-3, i.e., it is less
than that one of bulk water.33,58 Hence,
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the

experimentally derived high ρ value
of EZ water indicates a large percentage
H 2O
of EZ water’s H2O is organized in AG FED
.
H 2O
Enhancement of α due to AG FED ’s ferroelectric ordering also contributes to the difference between γ of EZ water and that of
bulk water. However, as pointed out in Reference 5, total orientation ordering of H2O
would enhance γ only by 13 percent, i.e.,
altered α alone cannot account for the ~30
percent difference. With γ only negligible
changed by ions released by membranes,
ions resulting from altered dissociation of
H2O or dissolution of the membrane,5 the
aforementioned implies ρ of EZ water is at
least ~17 percent higher than one of bulk
water.
vii. The diffraction index (n0) of EZ water
monotonically decreases with its distance
from the interface.6 This feature is attributable to H2O ordering diminishing with
H 2O
this distance.6 It agrees with AG FED
and
H2 0
CD elec constituting EZ water. Their ordering weakens with this distance.34
viii. pH phenomena observed during EZ
formation (see Table 1, line 3) and the
phenomenon of EZ water being electrically charged with respect to its bordering
bulk watere are readily explained by stabi-

e
Large electrical potential differences exist
between the EZ and its bordering bulk water,3 e.g.,
350 mV for Nafion immersed in water.5 Adjacent
to negatively charged surfaces, the EZ is negative
charged; adjacent to positively charged surfaces
or reactive metal interfaces, the EZ is positively
charged.3,5,9,14 The potential is due to identical
charged ions accumulating in the EZ and opposite
charged ions piling up at its border, e.g., adjacent to
Nafion OH- and HSO −3 accumulate with a concentration independent of the distance from the
membrane but which drops close to the EZ border,
whereas H3O+ accumulate at this border resulting
in a local pH of ~3.5 These H3O+ are not extracted
from bulk water, instead on immersing the membrane, these ions emerge close to its surface, from
where, in a wave-like manner, these move outwards
and after ~0.1 seconds mainly accumulate in a bulk

2O
lization of AG HFED
and CD Helec2 0 ensembles,
as pointed out by Del Giudice et al.33-35
The electromagnetic field resulting from
plasma oscillations of charged particles
on the surfaces of membranes or metals
2O
interacts with EZ water’s AG HFED
, CD Helec2 0 ,
H 2O
H2 0
AG FED ⟨supra-CD elec ⟩, and the plasma oscillations of its ions. These interactions
lead to enhanced dissociation of H2O or
surface groups. For negatively charged
surfaces this field resonates with the oscillating negatively charged solvated particles. The positive charged solvated particles resonate at a different frequency and
consequently get expelled and accumulate
outside the EZ, i.e., in bulk water bordering on the EZ. The opposite occurs for a
positively charged surface. Its electromagnetic field resonates with that one of positively charged solvated particles, while
negatively charged solvated particles get
expelled -- details of these explanations
are presented in Reference 34.

ix. For the phenomenon of EZ water being
electrically charged with respect to its bordering bulk water, we offer an explanation
complementing the one cited in the previous paragraph. For an H2O ensemble with
finite dimensions, ferroelectric ordering
implies the addition of an electrostatic
term to its potential energy (the 2nd term
in Equation 4 of Reference 85 representing
the effect of the macroscopic electric field
due to the charges at the boundary). This
term’s contribution to the potential energy is about hundred times larger than the
energetic differences of various hydrogen
bond configurations.85 Alike charged ions,
dispersed within the ensemble, screen
the boundary polarization and reduce
this term.85 Hence accumulation of alike
charged ions in EZ water and expulsion of
opposite charged ones reduce polarization

water strip bordering on the EZ. Hitherto no electric
opposite charges have been found in between a
membrane (or metal) surface and its alike charged
EZ.
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at the EZ - bulk water boundary and stabiH 2O
lize AG FED
. Apparently, the energy gained
H 2O
from AG FED stabilization is higher
than the
H 2O
2O
AG H
FED
dissociation energy of H 2O
, H 2OCDelec
or surface groups required for generating
ions capable of screening the boundary
polarization. Calculation of the energetic
changes involved in the mechanisms discussed in this paragraph is outside the
scope of this paper, but promises verification of our aforementioned explanation.
Our explanation also elucidates the phenomena triggered by addition of buffers.
Buffers were observed to enhance H3O+ or
OH- concentration within EZ water, sharpen the EZ - bulk water boundary, widen
EZ (up to 40 percent); boost EZ water’s
robustness, i.e., reduce the impact of thermal aggression by bulk water.14 All these
phenomena may result from enhanced
screening of boundary polarization concurrent with buffer induced higher H3O+
or OH- concentrations.
x. UV-vis or IR irradiation of interfacial
water widen the width of its EZ.13 Up to
300 percent widening has been observed.
The widening is a function of irradiation
time and intensity. The widening follows
closely the spectral sensitivity of electromagnetic absorption by water; irradiation
at 3.1 µm induces the most profound widening. We attribute these irradiation effects to:
(a) Enhancement of H2O dissociation by
UV-vis or IR radiation -- a phenomenon
reported in References 86 and 87. As discussed in the previous paragraph, higher
H3O+ or OH- concentrations contribute to
H 2O
stabilization of AG FED
.
(b) The photonic crystal-like nature of
H 2O
H2 0
AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩. Bunkin et al. were
the first to point out photonic that crystals comprising EZ water may explain the
impact of irradiation on water near Nafion.5 They assumed molecular surface

groups present on the Nafion membrane
and their neighboring H2O form crystals,
wherein a standing optical wave resides:
a wave with infinite phase velocity, zero
group velocity, comprised of photons
captured by the crystal, a photon density
which grows during irradiation according
to the Bose-Einstein law. While Nafion
and numerous other hydrophilic membranes contain molecular surface groups,
it is hard to envision their presence on reactive metal surfaces, adjacent to which
EZ water was observed too.9 So, we conjecture that the standing
waves are suH 2O
perpositions of the U CDelec and the UFED,
i.e., the electromagnetic fields condensed,
respectively, within CD Helec2 0 and within the
H 2O
FED constituting AG
FED , with the eva2O
CDH
nescent tails of U elec overlapping within
supra- CD Helec2 0 (see the Theory section). SuH 2O
perpositions of the UFED and the U CDelec
likely can account for interfacial water’s
complex interactions with HUV-vis
and IR
2O
CDelec
FED
radiation. U
and U
characteristics have been derived from first principles,43,52,58 but it is outside the scope of
this paper to show how these explain such
interactions.
xi. In polar liquids other than water, EZ
forms too.15 In methanol, ethanol, isopropanol, acetic acid, D2O and dimethyl
sulfoxide, a negatively charged EZ forms
adjacent to Nafion membranes.15 Its width
is smaller than that of EZ water and grows
in response to IR irradiation.15 For polar liquids, stabilization of AGFED (the
H 2O
analogues of AG FED
) near interfaces has
been derived from first principles.43,52 As
to domains analogous to CD Helec2 0 in nonaqueous liquids, theory has not yet delineated their characteristics and to the best
of our knowledge experiments have not
yet revealed such domains. Since at ambient conditions the diameter of AGFED is of
the order of the width of the EZ, while the
diameter of supra- CD Helec2 0 is only about 10-7
m (i.e., each supra- CD Helec2 0 contains only a
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few CD Helec2 0 ),73 the stabilization of AGFED
by interfaces seems to be a central mechanism underlying EZ formation in polar
liquids in general and water in particular.

xii. Characteristics of rotational electrohydro-dynamical motions (REHDM) in
thin (few µm) polar liquid films confirm
the last paragraph’s conclusions.56 Experiments exposed that such motions could be
induced by applying two crossed electric
fields to a polar liquid film suspended by
a two-dimensional frame, i.e., REHDM
were observed in a quasi two-dimensional electrolysis cell, located in an external
in-plane electric field which crosses the
mean electrolysis current density.88 REHDM can be induced even if the polar liquid does not contain hydrogen bonds and/
or their conductivity is low. For example,
REHDM are inducible in water, aniline,
anisole, chlorobenzene and diethyleoxalate but not in non-polar liquids like 1-Dodecene.88 Threshold values of the applied
electric fields required for inducing the
motions are in the same order of magnitudes for polar liquids with different electrical conductivity, viscosity and/or density.88 The experimentalists pointed out
their empirical results indicate the intrinsic polarity of the liquid molecules plays a
major role in the rotation mechanism.88
One of us showed that stabilization of FED
by the liquid-air interfaces of the µm thin
suspended polar liquid films and their agglomeration into AGFED induced by an
external in-plane electric field underlie
the observed REHDM.11,55 Computed REHDM of polar liquid molecules organized
in AGFED predict threshold values for the
applied electric fields which are in quantitative agreement with the measured ones.
11,55
Computed linear and angular velocities of REHDM qualitatively conform to
measured ones.11,55
The distinctive impact of the EZ, induced
by the hydrophilic boundary of the two-

dimensional frame suspending the film,
was recently computed. The numerous
results are detailed in another publication.56 A finding relevant to our topic is
that enhanced stabilization of AGFED by
the hydrophilic two-dimensional frame
affects REHDM. For example, differences
between the density, viscosity and polarization of the EZ and that of the rest of
the film affect the linear velocity and direction of REHDM. Depending on the EZ
parameters, up to a few seconds after application of the electric fields, within the
EZ adjacent to the two-dimensional frame
the direction of the REHDM is opposite
to that of the remainder of the film, as expounded by Figure 6. This is the typical
characteristic of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Such dependence of the direction
and linear velocity of the REHDM on the
parameters of the EZ, e.g., its width, density, viscosity and degree of ferroelectric
ordering, implies it is possible to estimate
the enhancement in stabilization of AGFED
by the hydrophilic two-dimensional frame
compared to that of the remainder of the

Figure 6: Profiles of the linear velocity at different
times (t) after application of the electric fields : t =
10-4 s, 10-3 s, 10-2 s, 10-1 s, 100 s. R=310 µm, dEZ=30
µm and dTL=30 µm, respectively, represent the radius of rotating liquid film, the thickness of the EZ
and the thickness of the transition layer between
the EZ and the remainder of the water film.
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film. Future research directed at computing-extracting such enhancements promises quantification of polarization in EZ.
Experimental evidence INW contain
H 2O
H2 0
AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩ -i. pH phenomena typifying INW are comH 2O
mensurable with it containing AG FED
⟨suH2 0
pra- CD elec ⟩, or more specifically it containing clumps of EZ water composed of
H 2O
H2 0
AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩, because:
(a) Iterative Nafionization of pure MilliQ water with pH=6 significantly enhances
its acidity, e.g., pHINW reach values as low
as 3.24-26 Such values are comparable to
that of the pH in the strip of bulk water
bordering on EZ water (see Table 1, line
3).3,13
(b) pH-metric titrations of INW with
NaOH as titrant are similar to those for
neutralizing a strong acid with a strong
base, and the same holds for conductometric and calorimetric titrations.26
(c) The dynamics and thermo-dynamical
aspects of the titrants’ OH- forming complexes with the H2O aggregates [reflected
in INW’s pH, electric conductivity and
INW-NaOH
heat of mixing with NaOH ( ΔQmix
)
H 2O
data] are commensurate with AG FED ⟨supra- CD Helec2 0 ⟩ presence, as apparent from
the discussions in Reference 26 and Reference 53 Sec. 3.2.
pHINW values are linearly correlated with
the logarithm of INW’s electric conductivity and heat of mixing with NaOH, i.e.,
INW-NaOH 24,89
log χINW and log ΔQmix
.
The correlations indicate that a single cause underlie these physicochemical variables of
INW. The correlations are ascribable to
the following processes: Firstly, enhanced
dissociation of H2O (i.e., rise of the dissociation constant of water above 1x10-14)
when Nafion is immersed in bulk water
and EZ water forms, with the OH- dispersing within the EZ and H3O+ accumu-

lating in its bordering bulk water. Plasma
oscillations and/or boundary polarization
screening, requiring such ion distributions [as noted in the previous sub-section’s paragraphs (viii) and (ix)] alter the
system’s energy. Secondly, agitations rupturing the negatively charged EZ from the
membrane and dispersing its clumps and
its neighboring H3O+ in bulk water render
it a strong acid. The negatively charged
clumps of EZ water constitute the counter-ions of the H3O+. The concentration of
H2O aggregates in INW is ~10-4 M.26
ii.
The similar timescales for INW’s aggregates’ reduction and EZ water’s stabilization (see Table 1 line 5) point to these
aggregates being clumps of EZ water with
H 2O
H2 0
their AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩ intact.
iii. INW’s and EZ water’s UV-vis absorption spectra closely resemble each
other (see Table 1 line 1). Our above presented conjecture that the distinctive features of UV-vis absorption by EZ water
are attributable to the photonic crystalline
H 2O
H2 0
nature of AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩ implies
that the resemblance is due to presence of
H 2O
such AG FED
and CD Helec2 0 ensembles in INW,
i.e., in its dispersed clumps of EZ water.
With the high sensitivity of spectral data
to superposition phenomena, we expect
comparison of INW’s and EZ water’s UVvis absorption to shed light
on the characH 2O
teristics of UFED and U CDelec condensed in
H 2O
H2 0
AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩.
iv. For the ~10-5 m elongated particles
with 4.03x10-7 m maximum height in sediment of evaporated INW drops observed
by atomic force microscopy,25 the asymmetry between their length and height
H 2O
with their dipole
hints these are AG FED
moments aligned parallel to the substrate.
The height of 4.03x10-7 m suggests that
H 2O
the thickness of the AG FED
is determined
H2 0
by their supra- CD elec diameters, i.e., typically three to four layers of CD Helec2 0 conH 2O
H2 0
stitute the AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩. Indeed
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two types of H2O orderings; these orderings
2O
the diameters of supra- CD Helec2 0 in AG HFED
H2 0
-7 are attributable to two kinds of phase tran⟨supra- CD elec
⟩ are typically about 2x10
sitions triggered by perturbing water with a
- 4x10-7 m.73
Nafion membrane. Experimental data pubv. Table 2 shows that the density of INW lished in several of our previous publica(ρINW) is larger than that one of water tions provided physicochemical character(ρwater). Figure 2 shows that their differ- izations of INW and of its solid residue left
ences (ρINW - ρwater) are linearly correlated over after its lyophilization. However, these
with χINW. Also INW’s H2O aggregates’ did not facilitate discerning the two differsizes are linearly correlated with χINW.25 ent types of H2O orderings. Based on the
The density of EZ water is at least ~17 per- information on the solid residue’s characcent higher than of bulk water.5 All these teristics exposed by our thermogravimetric
facts indicate ρINW values are attributable graph, we succeeded to provide a model for
to INW containing clumps of EZ water. INW. Thanks to the model, we could consisρINW >ρwater points to the clumps’ H2O tently explain INW’s and the solid residue’s
H 2O
mainly being organized in AG FED
, i.e., measured characteristics, including the
H2 0
contain relatively fewer CD elec . This is be- density and electric conductivity data first
cause the density of some types of ferro- reported in this study.
electric ordered H2O is much higher (~16
Our analyses show electrodynamic interacpercent or more) than that of water, while
tions play a role in the µm sized H2O orderthe density of CD Helec2 0 is 0.92 g cm-3, i.e.,
ings present in INW and in the solid residue
less than that one of water.58
left over after lyophilizing INW. Our meavi. logχINW’s linear correlation with log sured properties of INW are commensurate
INW-NaOH
ΔQmix
and with pHINW signifies a with those ones predicted by electrodynascale free self-similar phenomenon.89 It mic theories of water. According to the clasis attributable to perturbations of the H2O sical and quantum electrodynamic theories
dynamics triggered by their iterated inter- for polar liquids (e.g. water), interfaces may
actions with the Nafion membrane. The induce a phase transition resulting in ferroperturbations cause a breakdown of the electric orderings, e.g., formation of 10-5 symmetry of the quantum molecular dy- 10-4 m sized domains composed of H2O. We
H 2O
namical model. The perturbed dynamical denoted these domains AG FED
. Quantum
interactions between H2O and the radia- electrodynamic theory also shows that due
tive electromagnetic fields (due to the in- to long range dispersive interactions, near
stabilities discussed in the Theory section) interfaces, CD Helec2 0 (~10-7 m sized domains
trigger two types of phase transitions lead- wherein H2O transit between two electronH 2O
H2 0
ing to AG FED
⟨supra- CD elec
⟩ formation.
ic states) are stabilized and assemble into
supra- CD Helec2 0 . Quantum physics shows suConclusions
perposition enables the 10-5 - 10-4 m sized
H 2O
to contain numerous ~10-7 m sized
This paper reports new experimental physi- AG FED
H2 0
cochemical data on water perturbed by re- CD elec . All of our measured widely varying
peated contact with Nafion membranes, i.e., physicochemical characteristics of INW
H 2O
so called iterative Nafionized water (INW). are concurrent with its containing AG FED
H 0
It also presents new data on the solid resi- and CD elec2 ensembles. The same is true
due left over after lyophilizing INW, i.e., it for the solid residue left over after lyophipresents the thermogravimetric graph of lizing INW. We emphasize, to the best of
the solid residue. Our analyses of this graph our knowledge, that our thermogravimetric
evidence: the solid residue is composed of graph provides the first experimental signs
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of the critical transition temperatures typiH 2O
fying CD Helec2 0 and AG FED
formation. These
critical temperatures values were theoretically derived from first principles in previous publications, respectively, in 1995 and
2005.58,39
Our analyses show that INW’s H2O aggregates have numerous characteristics similar
to those of exclusion zone (EZ) water, i.e.,
the zone adjacent to hydrophilic membranes
like Nafion or to reactive metals. Therefore,
we extended previous analyses of EZ water, in particular those ones of Del Giudice
et al. who showed some properties of EZ
H 2O
and CD Helec2 0
water to be ascribable to AG FED
33-35
ensembles.
To the best of our ability,
we screened the literature for reported EZ
water properties as well as presented some
recently derived and not yet published
ones. We showed that all of these properties, at least qualitatively, can be explained
H 2O
and CD Helec2 0 comprising EZ water.
by AG FED
We concluded that stabilization of AGFED
by interfaces seems to be a central mechanism underlying EZ formation, because at
ambient conditions the diameter of AGFED
is of the order of the width of the EZ, while
the diameter of supra- CD Helec2 0 is only about
10-7 m (i.e., each supra- CD Helec2 0 contains only
a few CD Helec2 0 ). Based on the similarities between INW’s aggregates’ and EZ water’s
H2O ordering exposed by us, we conclude
that iterative Nafionization of water, i.e., repeated perturbation of water by iteratively
immersing a Nafion membrane and agitating the liquid, results in EZ water molecular
ordering being “impressed” in bulk water:
on immersing Nafion, EZ forms; the agitations rupture EZ water clumps from the
membrane and disperse these in neighboring bulk water; iteration of the re-immersion, agitations, membrane-removal-drying cycle enhances the concentration of the
clumps and these become observable. In
particular, our conclusion is supported by:

water’s UV-vis spectral features;
• the peculiar pH phenomena typifying INW
and EZ water;
• the macroscopic timescales typifying the
reduction of INW’s aggregates and stabilization of EZ water, both of the order of days;
• the density of INW and EZ water both being significantly larger than that one of unperturbed water.
An important implication of our study
is that investigations of EZ water, which
hitherto were carried out by measuring its
physical variables, can be complemented
by observing its ruptured clumps dispersed
in INW. Another noteworthy implication is
that water, which was in contact with hydrophilic surfaces (like biological tissues)
or reactive metals for prolonged periods
and subsequently got perturbed (for example by air flows or pumping), may contain
H2O aggregates and enhanced H3O+ or OHconcentrations. These aggregates and ions
may affect biological reactions or other processes (corrosion, catalyses). Indeed in our
previous studies of iteratively filtered water
we observed H2O aggregates.25,53

As to future research, in the Discussion section we already pointed out the computations and measurements required for quantitatively verifying that INW and EZ water
H 2O
H 2O
both contain AG FED
, CD Helec2 0 and AG FED
⟨supra- CD Helec2 0 ⟩. We also deem it is desirable to
expound upon additional similarities between these liquids’ physical characteristics.
To this purpose, we suggest to investigate
pH changes induced by positively charged
surfaces. This study’s findings predict iterative immersing of positively charged membranes in water will lead to enhancement
of OH- concentrations, just as observed
for bulk water bordering on the EZ of such
membranes. Another important research
direction is the delineation of differences
between the impacts of sheets with hydro• the close resemblance of INW’s and EZ
philic surfaces versus those of hydrophobic
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on adjacent water. With formation of
an EZ adjacent to the former and hitherto
not observed for the latter, such a study
promises to provide additional insight into
H2O ordering within EZ water.

of EZ water discussed in this paper. With
much appreciation, we remember this brilliant, warm, caring, humoristic colleague
and friend, who worked hard to benefit humanity.
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Discussion with Reviewers
Reviewer 1: The authors talk about the ordering of the INW structure and of two different types of phase transitions. Could they
illustrate this point better, relating it to the
Nafion contact effects?
Yinnon T, Elia V, Napoli E, Germano R,
and Liu Z-Q: The structural and thermodynamic properties of molecular ensembles
due to quantum fluctuations has been an
active research field ever since the advent
of quantum physics. Quantum fluctuations
are non-thermal -- these persist when temperature vanishes. In 1930 London showed
these underlie the intermolecular dispersion force, which is a component of the
van der Waals force. In 1948 Casimir and
Polder derived the expression for the dispersion force underlying intermolecular
interactions over distances of the order or
larger than the molecules’ characteristic absorption wavelengths. In 1961 Dzyaloshinskii, Lifshitz and Pitaevskii, by employing
quantum field theory, succeeded in deriving
the contribution of dispersion to thermodynamic quantities. (Quantum field theory
is the most accurate physics theory.) This
enabled them to expound issues like the

interaction energy between molecules in a
liquid and phenomena pertaining to a thin
liquid film on the surface of a solid body.
They showed that the characteristics of the
materials determine whether the dispersion
force is attractive or repulsive. Subsequent
research showed that dispersion forces are
responsible for many adhesion and coalescence processes in biological and colloidal
systems. As to the influence of dispersion
forces on the structure of water and other
polar liquids, an in-depth quantum field
theoretical assessment only became feasible when Del Giudice, Preparata and Vitiello in 1988 resolved various issues. They
succeeded in developing a non-perturbative
(variational) quantum field theory model
based on the Feynman path integral method. Their quantum electro-dynamic (QED)
model enabled investigations of phase transitions. Based on their findings, in 2010,
2013 and 2014, Del Giudice, Tedeschi, Vitiello, Voeikov and Spinetti studied the structure of water close to surfaces and provided
a model for EZ water. The relevance of this
historical overview for providing the general scientist with a glimpse of the theoretical
underpinnings of EZ water was pointed out
by Dr. A. De Ninno on the tenth annual Water Conference: Conference on the Physics,
Chemistry and Biology of Water (Bulgaria
2014). We deem this overview also pertinent for appreciating our theoretical and
experimental findings for INW. Scientists
are well aware that quantum fluctuations
influence matter. They are familiar with
dispersion forces. However, the significant
research findings pertaining to long range
interactions in aqueous systems, derived
within the context of QED during the last
few decades, have not yet widely diffused
into the scientific community.
Water in contact with a Nafion membrane,
as well as water adjacent to other materials,
has thermodynamic properties differing
from those of bulk water, as derived by DzyWATER 7, 96-128, May 30th, 2016
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aloshinskii and co-workers. The immersion
of a membrane, for example, perturbs local
electric fields, polarization, and Gibbs energy in its adjacent water and causes symmetry breaking. In the presence of an instability, such perturbations may affect phase
transitions. Del Giudice, Preparata and Vitiello identified two instabilities in the QED
equations describing water. Specifically
Del Giudice, Voeikov, Tedeschi, Vitiello,
and Spinetti showed that the immersion
of a membrane: (a) triggers a ferroelectric
phase transition resulting in 10-5 - 10-4 m
sized domain formations wherein H2O are
H 2O
in our
ferroelectric ordered (denoted AG FED
-7
paper); (b) stabilize ~10 m sized domains
(denoted CD Helec2 0 in this paper), wherein
dispersive interactions cause the electronic
transitions of the H2O to be correlated. H2O
may reside in a superposition of the ferroelectric ordered and electronically excited
H 2O
states, i.e., a AG FED
may contain several
H2 0
H 2O
CD elec . In bulk water, AG FED
and CD Helec2 0 are
meta-stable. The aforementioned implies
that by bringing water into contact with
H 2O
Nafion, AG FED
and CD Helec2 0 get stabilized in
its adjacent water. On withdrawal of the
Nafion, it takes time for this disturbance to
fade. The meta-stable domains may persist
for days in the bulk of the liquid. Moreover,
container walls may stabilize the domains.
Thus after removal of the Nafion, the dissipative dynamics of H2O orderings may
persist for many months. It is affected by
factors like the vial’s surface/volume ratio
and ambient conditions.
Reviewer 2: Figure 3 shows a thermo-gravimetric dependence of the solid residue
decrease (in percentage terms) versus the
temperature. The authors claim this figure
has features concurrent with two types of
continuous phase transitions. In this figure
we discern a segment within the range 100 220 ºC, which can be characterized as having two crossovers. The authors associate
these two temperatures with critical tem-

peratures. I would like to see some formulas
indicating that the thermo-gravimetric dependence contains features of the crossover
type, and these crossovers correspond to
the continuous phase transition. Does this
mean that we deal with the upper and lower
critical points, i.e. with a closed binodal?
What are the relevant coordinates for the
phase plane? If this is a multi-component
system, what is the order parameter we can
characterize the system with?
Yinnon, Elia, Napoli, Germano, and Liu:
Details of the mathematics and graphics
pertaining to the phase transition leading
to stabilization of CD Helec2 0 are presented in
H 2O
Reference 58 and those for AG FED
in References 39, 43 and 52. These show that for
a H2O ensemble at pressures of 1 Atm and
at temperatures of 0 K, all H2O are ordered
in CD Helec2 0 . On heating the ensemble, H2O
desorb from CD Helec2 0 . These desorbed H2O
locate adjacent to the boundaries of CD Helec2 0
-- their diffusion in the interstices between
CD Helec2 0 depends on temperature. The chemical potential determines whether these desorbed H2O stick to the CD Helec2 0 or escape
into the gas-phase. Above the critical temperature of 100 ºC, the desorbed H2O only
reside in the gas phase.
We emphasize that Figure 3 is a decomposition curve of the solid residue (it is not
a phase diagram). Its crossover at 100 ºC
signifies the critical temperature of the desorbed H2O. CD Helec2 0 only exist at temperaH 2O
tures below the critical temperature TcCDelec
= 227 ºC. Thus Figure 3’s segment within the
range 100 - 220º is not a closed binodal. Figure 3 merely shows that below 100 ºC, three
species constitute the solid residue, i.e., (1)
H 2O
, (2)
H2O desorbed from CD Helec2 0 or AG FED
H2 0
H2O organized in CD elec and (3) H2O orgaH 2O
nized in AG FED
. In the range of 100 - 227 ºC
two species constitute the residue, (1) H2O
organized in CD Helec2 0 and (2) H2O organized
H 2O
. Above 227 ºC, only one species
in AG FED
WATER 7, 96-128, May 30th, 2016
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constitute the residue -- H2O organized in 1x10-3 mol L-1. What could be the negatively
H 2O
AG FED
. These persist up to their critical charged chemical species which is the countemperature of about 650 ºC.
ter ion of 1x10-3 mol L-1 of H3O+? The value
of the water autoprotolysis constant [H3O+]
-14
-11
The solid residue left over after lyophiliza- x [OH ] = 1x10 implies [OH ] = 1x10 mol
-1
tion of INW (RINW) is a multi-component L , i.e., a negligible amount which cannot
+
system. One order parameter cannot char- neutralize the positive charges of H3O .
acterize it. For the phase transition leading Given the chemical composition of the INW
H 2O
to H2O organizing in AG FED
at about 650 liquid, it is rather difficult to imagine the
ºC, the order parameter is the remnant presence of a negative counter ion at such
H 2O
polarization in the mesoscopic AG FED
, see a high concentration! Our chemical analyFigure 2 in Reference 39. Relevant coor- ses only revealed traces of F and HSO3 .
dinates for the phase plane are the rem- So, the working hypothesis we adopted is:
nant polarization and temperature. For the OH ions are the only natural counter ions
+
phase transition leading to H2O organizing of H3O ! The presence of aggregates of wain CD Helec2 0 at about 227 ºC, relevant order pa- ter molecules in the liquid INW has been
rameters are the density difference between clearly highlighted by fluorescence microsCD Helec2 0 and gas-phase H2O, or the fraction copy. Their presence was also demonstratof H2O organized in CD Helec2 0 (see Figure 6 in ed by Atomic Force Microscopy of the solid
Reference 58). Relevant coordinates for the obtained by evaporation of the bulk water
phase plane are the density difference and at ambient pressure and temperature. We
+
temperature, or the fraction of H2O orga- suppose that the counter ions of H3O are
bonded to the water molecules aggregates.
nized in CD Helec2 0 and the temperature.
As such, they are subtracted from their
Reviewer 1: Which are the molecular mecha- contribution to the pH, but still assure the
nisms which possibly explain the measured electro-neutrality of the system. For the
physicochemical characteristics? Which are molecular mechanism explaining INW’s
electrical conductivity we refer to our workthe time scales involved?
ing hypothesis described in paragraph iv of
H2 0
H 2O
Yinnon, Elia, Napoli, Germano, and Liu: our section “Evidence for CD elec and AG FED
In our view, the most important change of dispersed in the INW liquid”.
		

pure water induced by the process leading to
INW pertains to its pH. The pH of the MilliQ water we used was 5.8. The INW preparation procedure reduced it considerably.
For some INW samples the pH was as low
as 2.5. This means a variation of the H3O+
concentration of more than three orders of
magnitude! We again emphasize that the
liquid INW is water modified by prolonged
contact with the Nafion sheet, but no longer
in contact with it and its EZ!

As to the time scales for the aggregates formation during the INW preparation process, we recall that the aggregates’ ferroelectric ordering of H2O implies a rotational
population inversion process. The time
scales for such a process are of the order of
minutes or days, as estimated in paragraph
v of our section “Evidence for CD Helec2 0 and
H 2O
dispersed in the INW liquid”.
AG FED

Reviewer 1: How do these mechanisms inTo clarify the extraordinary change, let us fluence the charge distribution, electrical
consider the following example: suppose conductivity, and the water density?
that you are studying a sample of INW
with pH = 3. The concentration of H3O+ is
WATER 7, 96-128, May 30th, 2016
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Yinnon, Elia, Napoli, Germano, and Liu:
According to the working hypothesis we
presented in our previous answer, the
charge distribution is anisotropic. The OHare bonded to the irregular shaped aggregates and the H3O+ counter ions are distributed in the bulk water. The electrical
conductivity and density, of course, are affected by the presence of the new ‘solutes’,
i.e., the aggregates of water molecules. As
discussed in References 33, 53 and 73: the
H 2O
H2O constituting CD Helec2 0 and AG FED
oscillate
coherently; their coherence implies these

are superfluidic domains, i.e., their H2O
do not collide because a single collision
would destroy the coherence; stabilization
of these domains therefore enhances the
liquid’s electrical conductivity. Due to the
aggregates, the density of INW differs from
that of non-perturbed water. The density
H 2O
of AG FED
is higher than that of bulk water,
while that of CD Helec2 0 is lower. Our density
measurements show that the density of all
our INW samples is higher than that of the
Milli-Q water from which it was prepared,
H 2O
hinting at AG FED
prevalence.
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